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UNIVERSAL PUMP  
 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The Universal Pump has a ceramic mechanical seal and can transfer fluids 
such as coolants and lubricants or can be used to circulate internal cleaning 
products into refrigeration and heat transfer circuits.  It is suitable for use with 
Facilisolv®, Désoxydant P and Dispersant D, as well as SolRnett cleaning 
products. 
 
Rinse the pump between different uses. 
 
Not suitable for flammable liquids or products. 
 
The Universal Pump is made up of two elements. 
The F430 PP plunger body is screwed on to the F417 electric by a single nut, 
making it easier to dismantle. 
The plunger body, made from an external hose and a reinforced steel tube with 
a waterproof mechanical part, completely empties when stopped. 
It is fixed to the metal drums by an optional G2 screw nut. 

 
FEATURES 

 

 
 

 
 
 

Universal pump   

Maximum viscosity  800 (mPas)  
Discharge outputs and heights Output (l/min) Height (m) 

80 0 
40 7 
<1 12 

F417 Electric Motor 

Power 450 W 

Voltage 240 V 

Frequency 50 Hz 

Weight 2.4 kg 

IP24 Protection– Circuit breaker switch 

Supply cable length 5m 

Polypropylene Plunger Body 

Outlet connector DN25 

Maximum temperature 50°C 

External diameter 40 mm 

F430PP-700 : length 700 mm - weight 1.1kg 

F430PP-1000 : length 1m - weight 1.4kg 
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